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bar of EMEAP members

also sought to

improve the effectiveness of monetary
From the 1980s onwards, most EMEAP
m embers benefited

policy by, for example, introducing infla-

from large scale

pion targeting in the process of searching

inflows of international capital in contin-

for a new nominal anchor under a free

uing their rapid growth. Some of them,

floating exchange rate regime.

h owever, also experienced economic
instability

when capital flows went

This paper reviews the polifr responses of EMEAP economies before and after

abruptly into reverse,as they did at the

the currency crises and the key issues

time of the Asian currency crisis.

involved along with an enumeration of

Responses to the currency

crises

among members were highly divergent
a nd

varied

n omic

in line

environment

with

their
while

the challenges to monetary policy in a
world of increased capital flows.

socioecothere

was

somechancein the7ewaboutcapital
knows. Some members acceleratedcapit?

account liberalizationwhile others

ll . TrendS Of Capital
flows

Of the

Econonlies

in

the EMEAP Region

imposed temporary controls on capital
flows, Some switched from pegged or

The diversity of the economies in the

strictly managed floating to a free float-

EMEAP region') in terms of economic

ins exchange rate regime while one

scale and level of economic development

adopted a fixed peg rate regime. A nuts-

makes it difficult to find distinct similafi-

' This is a backfound paper for the 5th EMEAP(rho 7xecutives'Meeting of East Asia-FecificCentral Banks)
Governors'MeetinB on July 7,2000 at the Bank of Korea.

,

ties in the trends of capital flows7) or com-

Thailand

p osition

classed as other invesoent.

of net capital

flows.') Several

received mainly capital inflows
In Indonesia

n otable features, however, are apparent

capital flows largely consisted of direct

in the trend of capital flows of EMEAP

investment

economies.

while Korea had large capital flows in the

U ntil the late 1980s there was a net
influx

of capital

to emerging

and portfolio investment,

form of portfolio

market

investment.

inves71ent

and other

And in China

there were

economies in the EMEAP region, but on

large capital inflows from 1993 onwards,

a fairly modest scale owing to the low

mainly composed of direct investment.')

d egree of capital account liberalization(Chart

During 1997 and 1998, there were

1-a). EMEAP members as a

large scale capital outflows chiefly in the

w hole, however, experienced net capital

form of other inveseent

outflows at that period because of japan's

Indonesia,

large net capital outflows,

from the withdrawal

overwhelmed

whose scale

the net inflows

m embers(Chart

of other

financial

1-b).

from Thailand,

and Korea which

institutions.

resulted

of loans by overseas
Net capital

out-

flows from these three countries during

From the early 1990s the scale of capi-

1997 and 1998 amounted to 23.2 billion

tar inflows, however, increased greatly

U.S. dollars for Thailand,14.1 billion U.S.

w ith the progress of capital account liber-

dollars for Indonesia,

alization in emerging market economies

U.S. dollars for Korea, respectively, which

in the region.") As for components

was equivalent to 8.9 per cent,4.5 per cent

of net

capital flows during this period, the
shares of direct investment
inves71ent

and 26.7 billion

and 3.5 per cent of their respectiveGDP.

and other

Since

were high in Malaysia while

1999,

investor

sentiment

towards several countries including

Korea

1) The economies in the EMEAP region in this paper include 11 members. But statisticson capital flows
exclude China, p.R. Hon8-Kon8 whose data are not available. Emersing market economies in the EMEAP

region are made up of the eight EMEAP economies (seven economies excluding Hong-Kong) apart 7om
Australia, Japan, and New Zealand, which are industrialized countries on the basis of the IMF standard.
2) The source of statistics of capital flows is the financial account of the balance of payments in International

Finanrial Statistics, IMF. Therefore, capital flows in this paper mean net flows, that is to say, capital
i71ows less capital outflows. And capital flows in this paper consist of direct investment (FDI), portfolio
investment, and other invesalent (such as bank loans) which includes only private invesoent
(bank

and other sectors)and not public invesoent (monetary authority and general government).
3) Refer to "<Appendix1>

Trends of Capital Flows in EMEAP economies" as for net capital flows of individual

economies.

4) The size of capital i71ows of these seven economies increasedby more than four times 7om 25.4 billion
U .S. dollars

in 1990

to 109.7

billion

U.S. dollars

in 1996.

5) As for composition of net capital flows in 1996, one year before the turmoil, FDI was 48.0 per cent and
other investment was 47.5 per rent in Malaysia, other invesoent

74.7 per fent in Thailand, FDI and

portfolio inveshnent were 48.6 per cent and 43.5 per cent respectivelyin Indonesia, portfolio and other
invesoents

were 51.2 per cent and 40.9 per cent respectively in Korea, and FDI made up 85.0 per cent of

capital flows in China.
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Trendsof flows" of Economies in the EMEAP Region
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Note : 1) Private capital inflows less privatecapital ouHows
Source : IMF, InternationalFinancial Statistics,May 2000

tory in some types of private

capital

and recovery of portfolio

investment.

inflow.") But capital flows to the emerging

This expectation of the constant decline

m arket economies in the EMEAF region

of other investment

that were affected by the crisis are expect-

banks'aftive redemption of outstanding

ed to continue to show a net outflow

loans at a time when foreign exchange

owing to the persistent decline of other

reserves are accumulating

inves71ent, whose effects offset those of

steady capital inflows in the form of

is based on their

thanks to

6) BIS (2000)

? Trendsof capital fㄴrows
in 5ve uisis-affectedcountries indonesia, Korea,Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand)
U nit : biuion

P rivate Capital Flows
D irect Investment
P ortfolio Investment
0 7her Investment

U.S. dollaR

1998

1999

2000')

-25.6

-24.6

-40.6

-18.1

8 .6

10.2

12.0

7.2

- 6.0

6.3

6.6

3.0

-28.2

-41.1

-59.2

-28.3

Source : IMF,Wofd EconomicOutlook,May 2000, pp.62

2001"1

direct and portfolio inves77ent as well as

a lending boom in which financial insti-

to sustained current account surpluses.')

tutions

Until the currency crisis occurred in

expand corporate lending

or

lending for real estate or stock invest-

1997, capital inflows to emerging market

meat without proper screening, lessening

economies

the stability

in the region were held to

of the financial

system,

h ave positive effects such as supporting

Besides this, credit expansion

economic growth by making up for the

lead to an asset bubble involving stocks

shortage of domestic savings and facilitat-

and real estate. When this bubble bursts,

ins the development

the accompanying

of financial

and

capital markets.

is likely to

weakening of the ror-

p orate and financial sectors may events-

The currency crisis in 1997, though,
b rought a heightened

recognition

ally result in macroeconomic

instability.

of the

p otential negative effects of large scale

""Pitalinflows.
Undercircumstances

111.
P01icyResponsestO

whereexchange
rateis 7?ftrfofixed. 71creased C71pital knOWSarid
1"'9escalecapitalinflowsleadto excesth? KEy 15nles 71VOIVed
sive expansion

of aggregate demand

or

overheating of the economy, resulting in

m acroeconomic

disequilibria

such as

Individual

countries

have handled

increased capital flows through various

increasing inflation pressures,a declining

policy options.7) The specific choice of

real exchange rate, and widening current

polirr option depends on a variety of fac-

account

deficit.

What

is more, unless

tors such as the causes behind

there is an appropriate

response to the

inflows, the availability and flexibility of

large scale capital i71ows, they may well

different

instruments,

reverse abruptly through self-fulfilling

domestic

financial

expectations

macroeconomic

or herd behavior, bringing

about a currenrr crisis.

institutions

the nature of

markets, and the

and policy climate

of

the recipient countly.71

Should the supervision and regulation
of financial

capital

be inadequate,

Even before the outbreak of the currency crisis, emerging market economies

increased capital inflows cause the risks

in the region had tried to implement

a

of fund raising and utilization to increase

policy mix involving sterilization, fiscal

and loan quality to deteriorate by fuelling

contraction,

and controls on capital

8) Among possible poliry responses to capital inflows are counterryclical policies such as sterilization, float
inS exchange rate, and fiscal contraction;

structural policies including

trade liberalization,

and strengten

ins prudential banking supervision and regulations; and poliries designed to reduce net fapital inflows
including capital controls and liberalizing capital outflows(Lopez-Meiia, 1999).
9) Kahn and Reinhar? (1995)
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i71ows in response to large scale capital

markets need to control capital flows.71)

inflows, Several countries, though,

This arises from the view that leaving

instead of expanding the flexibility of the

aside the macroeconomic and structural

exchange rate, resorted to sterilization of

problems of crisis-hit countries, the Asian

the inflows, which was unsustainable

currenry crisis was amplified by abrupt

over a long period and brought little in

capital reversal owing to the herd behav-

the way of fruitful results.'")Rather such

iotaof international speculative capital

polirr responses led to a decrease of the

and overshooting of financial markets.")

real exchange rate and accumulation of a

On 1 September 1998, Malaysia placed

current account deficit, followed by an

selective controls on capital outflows

eventual currency crisis. This section

which included a one-yearprohibition of

reviews the polirr responses of individual

the repatriation of portfolio investment

countries around the period of the cur-

capital by non-residents, apart from 7on?

renfr crisis and the key issues involved.

f7? current

account

transactions

and

t ransactions

related

to FDI flows.

The

▶
ital Account Liberalization
:aPitaICOntr01S
o n 2 September

The prevailing

1998. Thailand

view about capital

measures
werefollowedby fixingthe
rin99itexchange
rateto theU.S.dollar
also at

one stage took measures to separate off-

flows in international financial fircleshas

shore traders from the domestic foreign

been that they are desirable.Liberalized

exchange market by establishing a two-

capital flows, the theory runs, allow

tier market in response to speculative

resourcesto be used for the most produc-

attacks on the baht in May 1997.

tile purposes,

promoting

economic

In contrast Korea, having been accom-

growth and social welfare On the

modated with contingent credit by the

strength of this rationale, developed

IMF in late 1997, deepened capital

countries strongly urged prompt and

account liberalization. Nor did the Philip-

wide capital account liberalization

pines put capital controls in place even in

on

emerging market countries.

an environment

characterized by increas-

since the Asian currency crisis, the

inly capital outflows. Indonesia, on the

counterargument has been more strongly

other hand, chose such policy options as

put that countries with fragile financial

an extension of capital account liberalifa-

10) Kwack (1999)

11) Control of capital outflows is a last resort measure after the outbreak of crisis while control of capital
inflows is a kind of prudential regulation which prevents ocrurrenre of crisis in advance(Edison and
Reinhart,2000).

12) Krusman (1998)

t ion and transition

to a free floating

try by promoting

competition

among

exchange rate regime when the deprecia-

domestic and foreign financial institu-

tion of the rupiah persisted unabatedly

tions. Some people, however, point out

after temporary control measures had

that abrupt and erratic capital flows are

been placed on foreign exchange in July

likely to destabilife financial and foreign

1997 at an earlystageof the crisis.

exchangemarketsby way of the increased

As for capital controlsin Malaysia,it is

volatilitiesof interestrate, exchange rate,

claimed that the effectiveness of its

and stod? price on the widening of capital

response measures was not adequately

account liberalization.

proven becausethe ringgit did not come

Post-crisis
economic outcomes do not

under devaluation pressure from specula-

differ substantially between Malaysia and

tile attacks after it introduced control

Korea despite their opposite

m easures and that the policies imple-

responses,that is to say,controls on capi-

mented in Malaysia were broadly similar

tar outflows in Malaysia and the widen-

to those in other crisis-affeftedcountries

inly of capital account liberalization in

except for the capital controls.17)
On the

Korea. Both countries registeredpositive

other hand, some research results show

growth during 1999. On the basis of their

that Malaysian measures achieved the

macroeconomic performancels),it would

intended stabilization

be premature

of interest and

exchange rates and heightened the inde-

policy

to evaluate the policy

responses to crisisof these two countries.

p endence of policies.'")

Thewidening
ofcapital
account
liberalizationin Koreais generally
estimated
t o have

induced

the

foreign

capital

inflows needed for corporate and financiao restructuring

f10atingvS.fixed ExchangeR3t?
RegiHleS

by heightening

the

Exchangerateregimescurrentlyin place
in EMEAP economies include free floating,

external credibility and to have helped

managed

floating, and fixed peg rate

raise the efficiency of the financial induct-

regimes,and a currency board system.'")

13) IMF, World Economic Outlook, Oct.1999, pp.54-56 Box2.4. Malaysia's Response to the Financial Crises:
H ow Unorthodox

Was It?

14) Edison and Reinhart(2000)

15) Principal macroeconomic indirators of Malaysia and Korea
1997

1998

1999

Malaysia

Korea

Malaysia

Korea

Malaysia

Korea

G DP(%)

7 .3

5.0

-7.4

-6.7

5.6

10.7

CPI(%)

2 .7

4.5

5.3

7.5

2.8

0.8

-5.6

-8.2

9.4

40.6

12.0')

25.0

C urrentAccount

(billionU.S. dollars)
S ources The Bank of Korea; Bank Nega? Malaysia; BIS
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Indonesia,

Korea, and Thailand

nance of a currency board system and

switched over to free floating exchange

exchange rate stability was seen as the

rate regimes under IMF-supported pro-

most essential objective given the econ-

grams. This resulted from the recognition

omys heavy structural dependency on

that their crises in part arose from heav-

exports.

ill managed exchange ratesunder man-

The differences

among

EMEAP

aged floating or pegged rate regimes,

economies in selecting exchange rate

There also appeared to be apprehen-

regimes resulted from the diversity of

sions of capital control measureshaving

individual members'policy

some adverse effects owing to the high

economic

weight of short-term capital in net

is still proceeding as to which exchange

i nflows.

rate regime is sustainable and effective in

In contrast,

Malaysia

moved to a

p egged rate system together with the

implementation of capital control mea-

environments.

goals and

Heated debate

preventing any recurrence of the crisis in
emerging market economies.

A fixed-but-adjustableexchange rate

cures. This may well have reflected its

is likely to cause an overvalued currency

judgment

in emerging

that the reaction to capital

market countries.

This

controls would not be so seriousbecause

increases the possibility of a currency

a largepart of capital inflows consistedof

crisisunless exchange rate speculation is

FDI which is, broadly speaking, long-

effectively countered. Consequently,

term capital. Given the high weight of

what is termed a "two-comer solution" is

exports in the Malaysian

put forward advocating a free floating

economy,")

there may also have been concerns over

regime as suitable for countries highly

the possible destabilizing

integrated into international

effects of

financial

heightened exchange rate volatility on

markets but admitting the feasibilityof a

the economy.

strictly fixed exchange rate regime such

H ong-Kong,

on the other hand,

as a currency board system or dollariza-

stayed with a currency board system

pion for countries which have a high

even though suffering contagion effects

level of economic dependency on spec-

from the currency

cific countries

crises, perhaps

b ecause it had the abundant

foreign

exchange reservesneeded for mainte-

or have small-scale

economies.l7)

Opposing the inevitability of this

16) See "<Appendix2> Exchange rate and monetary polir? framework in EMEAP economies"

17) The ratiosof export of goods and serviresover GDP were29.5 per cent and 38.6 per cent in Koreaand Thailand while those of Malaysia and Hong-Kong were 90.6 per cent and 142.1 per cent respertivelyin 1996.
18) Meyer(1999), IMF(2000)

,

"two-corner solution", the argument is

economic circumstances and to con-

steadily raised that the exchange rate

duct macroeconomic

regime should be selected taking the

tently.

current

conditions

of each country

into considerationand that the consist enty of exchange
than

TransitiontO Inflation Targeting

rate policy with

other macroeconomic policies is more
essential

policies consis-

the actual

choice

of

Since the currency crises,Korea,Thailand, Philippines,

and Indonesia

have

introduced or plan to introduce i71a1ion

regime.17)
There are, also, discussions on intro-

during regional common

currency

targeting while more than ten years have

passed since New Zealand and Australia

arrangementsalthough they are still low-

introduced it. One of the reasonsthe sri-

key.27)
But the possibility,as the example

sis-affected
emerging market countries in

of the euro demonstrates, should by no

the EMEAP region have introduced or

m eans be neglected.

plan to introduce it is related to the need

C risis-affected

EMEAP

h ave been emerging

countries

from crisis fort-

for a new nominal

anchor

under

a float-

ing exchange rate regime as a substitute

lowing their shift of exchange rate

for the exchange rate. The monetary tar-

regime. But as is widely known, policy

geting alterative is estimated to become

authorities cannot simultaneously and

less effective as the relation between

continuously

money and prices breaks down under the

follow the three object-

tiles of free capital mobility, exchange

impact of deregulation

rate stability,

innovation.

and independent

none-

tory policy, dubbed an impossible trim-

and financial

Koreahas implemented i71a1iontarget-

ity, under any exchange rate regime.

ins since 1998 based on the revisedBank

W hat is Inore, a bad exchange

rate

of Korea Act. According to its provisions,

regime in particular can make a cur-

the Bank of Korea announces an inflation

rency crisis inevitable,

target annually in consultation with the

but a good

exchange rate regime is not enough to

government and conducts monetary poli-

prevent a crisis.7')Therefore, it is most

cy focusingon achievingpricestability.

important for a country to choose the
exchange rate regime best suited to its

Thailand decided to introduce inflation targeting in its search for a new

19) Frankel(1999)

20) Bayoumi and Mauro(1999) concluded that it was premature for ASEAN countries to introduce a eurotype regional common

rurrenry in that there was no focal point to lead a currency union project and

ASEAN members had a ronsiderably greater degree of divergence in terms of economic development
than the member

states of the euro zone.

2 1) Feldstein(1999)
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n ominal
.
?

anchor amid
‥‥‥‥

the twin

experi177""77"11""ll"17.7HallengeStOf770ne-

7‥‥‥l
a 7.p‥‥‥t.o?
.ortInebaht7""

tarry Policy in a Wo.Id of

Inrlauonarmer
ItsuiHsluonto a rloaung

Increased

e xchange

rate

regime.

It announced

a

Capital

flows

m edium-term inflation target in May of
C oordination

this year.22)

Philippines,
thoughit hasannounced

P01icies

inflation targets since 1994, still main-

One lesson from the currency crisesis

tams modified monetary targetingunder

that where macroeconomic policieswere

which M3 is set up as an intermediate

not conducted consistently,the financial

target and should be observed."1undone-

and foreign exchange markets became

siR has also declared its intention to

unstable when capital flows abruptly

announce an inflation target from the

went into reverse.

y ear 2000 onwards.

Therefore, irrespective of the policies

M alaysia, on the other hand, main-

adopted to the increaseof capital flows, it

tams exchangeratetargetingwhile Singa-

is above all essential to implement

pore has taken the position that it has no

macroeconomic policies consistent with

great difficulty in securing price stability

the trend toward the integration of capi-

u nder

tar markets. These include the stable

the existing

monetary

and

exchange rate regimes.

operation of monetary

w hether inflation targeting is, in fact,

policy, the main-

tenance of sound fiscal polirr, the effi-

suitable for emerging market economies

cient management of foreign debt, and

has not yet been thoroughly verified.Nev-

the conduct of a sustainable exchange

ertheless,some benefits can be 77pected in

rate policy.

that emergingmarketeconomiesgain a

At the sametime, a harmoniouspolirr

nominal anchor for the conduit of moRe-

mix of monetary, foreign exchange, and

tarrypolirr through i71a1ion targeting and

fiscal policies is necessary in that no one

the authoritiesare chargedwith the clear

policy instrument has the capacity to

responsibility for attaining price stability.

absorb fully the impact of 77temal shocks

In addition, it can contributeto restraining

in a world of increasedcapital flows.

expectationsof i71a1ion and establishing

In principle, under a floating exchange

criteriaforestimatingthe accountability
of

rateregime,balanceof paymentsequilib-

c entral

rium is achieved through the flexible self-

banal(5.7"1

22) Naranubala

(1979). Meanwhile,

a revised Central Bank Act is awaited to be submitted to the Parliament

rlearly stipulating price stability as the main goal of the Bank of Thailand.
23) Guinigundo (1999)
24) Aninat(2000), Mishkin(2000)

,

of Macroeconomic

adjustment

of the exchange rate and

the recognition

that their fragility in

m onetary polirr can be conducted inde-

emerging market economies including

pendently of extemal impacts. In emery-

the weakness of financial supervision and

ing market economies, which are goner-

regulation and the absence of market dis-

ally small open economies, sudden flue-

ciplines had been one of the maior causes

t uations of the exchange rate following

of the currenrr crises.

enlarged capital flows can, however, have

Inadequate prudential regulation can

n egative effectson the real economy and

lead to inefficient credit allocation and

financial markets, so that occasional mar-

bank

b et intervention

increased capital flows. Financial institu-

or the alteration

of

short-term interest rates to smooth

out

tions

management
are likely

in a world

to utilize

the funds

abrupt exchange rate fluctuations must

acquired

b e iudged unavoidable.

inflows without proper screening and the

This said, sterilized market interven-

through

of

increased

capital

resulting credit expansion is very likely to

pion which was used in the past for deal-

be followed by heightened risk. Short-

ing with upward pressure on the curren-

term capital inflows, the risk of whose

7r is accompanied

by adverse elects like

abrupt reversal is especially high, increase

increasing quasi-fiscal costs and rising

the likelihood of a liquidity shortage due

m arket interest rates. In consequence, tis-

to a mismatch

cal policy rather than sterilization should

trial institutions assets and liabilities.

play an active role in view of the former's

of the maturities of finan-

What is absolutely vital in strengthen-

limitations as a long-term response mea-

ing the financial systems of emerging

sure. For example,

market economies is to devote efforts to

when

faced with

excessive capital inflows, fiscal contrac-

strengthen

titan can be used to offset some part of

heighten the efficiency of the financial

t he pressure for money

system by financial

expansion

prudential

regulation

and to

restructuring, the

through the foreign channel. This works

widening

and deepening

of financial

t owards price stability

markets,

the cultivation

of human

and avoid a

decline in the real exchange rate.

r esources,

and

the

advanced

financial

introduction

techniques.

of

Besides

Strengthening71eFinancialSy5-

thisrit isalsonecessary
toPromote
corpo-

t em

rate sector structural adjustment
ing improvement

There was a high degree of internsl ienal

consensus

on the need for

strengthening financial systems based on

includ-

of corporate financial

structures, given that deterioration
firms'competitiveness

of

by the lack of

transparency of business management,
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h igh debt ratios, and misguided invest-

son for strengthening the financial sis-

m ent has generated insolvency problems

tem is to ensure that risks are assessed

in both the corporate and financial sec-

and prices set by the market, though the

t ors.

government

M eanwhile,

increasing

and the public

sector still

attention

is

have an important

n ow being paid to the surveillance

of

process. Therefore, more research should

h ighly leveraged

in

be carried into how best to facilitate the

relation to the prudential regulation of

smooth working of a market-oriented

financial

financial system, thereby reducing the

institutions(HLls)

institutions.

The recently

released Financial Stability Forum report

government's

part to play in the

excessive role.

on HLls identified a number of question-

ablePractices
following
itsexamination

Establishing? MonetaryP01icy

of the experiencesof six economiesin

Fralnework

regard to HLls activities around the period of the currenrr crises in small open

Although those EMEAP emerging mar-

economies, but did not reach a firm con-

ket economies

clusion

HLls had con-

floating exchange rate regime in the face

tributed to their occurrence. Be that as it

of the currency crisis for some time there-

m ay, further extensive research and

after conducted monetary policy on an

international

7? 7or basis in the light of economic con-

on how much

cooperation

is required

conceming the regulation of HLls. ")

which

shifted to a free

dictionsin order to overcome the immedi-

lt is true that strengthening the flrlan-

ate crisis, they have been searching for a

rial system is the most crucial point for

medium-term

p reventing and overcoming

work to support

crisis, but it

m ust be kept in mind that it takes consid-

monetary

policy frame-

constant

growth

and

maintain macroeconomic stability.

erable time to construct an infrastructure

There is also a tendency for the various

conducive to market discipline in emerg-

monetary polirr goals to be unified into

inly market economies,

the goal of price stability

strengthening
b ringing

prudential

standards

which

involves

regulation

for accounting

and

heightened

recognition

and

ty is crucial for maintaining

based on a

that price stabilimacroeco-

public disclosure up to par with those

nomic stability. From the experiences of

accepted internationally.

industrialized countries, it also now gen-

lt should not be forgotten that the rec-

erally acknowledged that inflation target-

25) The Financial Stability Forum report recommended indirect regulation through financial institutions
transacting with HLls and devices for intensifying the transparency of HLls and emphasized that their
direft regulation should be reconsidered unless its recommendations were adequately followed.

,

ins under which monetary policy is con-

al guarantees that define price stability as

ducted on the basis of constrained discre-

the most important

pion improves

bank.

policy transparency

communication

and

goal of the central

with market partici-

Secondly, there is the need to select an

pants. Emerging market economies have

appropriate price index. This largely boils

thus increasingly introduced inflation

down to a choice between core inflation

targetingor are preparingto

or the headline

do so.

It is widely held that inflation target-

CPI. In some countries,

core inflation is likely to have very low

ins produces a variety of advantages

representativeness as an index because it

w hen adopted

excludes specific items such as energy

in emerging

market

economies. Monetary policy can focus

and agricultural products. The extent to

on domestic

which the index used for computing

factors in contrast

to

exchange rate targeting. What is more,

inflation

u nlike monetary

the government

targeting, there is little

difficulty conducting

monetary policy

even if the relationship between money

contains

prices controlled

by

will also influences the

central bank's ability to control inflation.
Thirdly, it is important to cultivate a

and prices is unstable. In addition, infla-

capacity for inflation forecasting. Infla-

tion targeting improves the transpaienrr

tion targeting is carried out through

of policy-making as announcing explicit

adjustment of a short-term interest rate

targets promotes

acting as an operational

public understanding

and decreases the possibility

inconsistency

through

h eightening

of the central

of time

the associated
bank's

accountability.
targeting,

h owever, than just announcing
t argets. Emerging

basis of a forecast of future

market

inflation

economies

inflation

arrived at through assessing inflationary
pressure using various informative variables. Cultivation

There is more to inflation

target on the

of a capacity for fore-

casting inflation is absolutely essential. In
consequence,
vidual

the central banks of indi-

economies

have undertaken

a

which have inst introduced or plan to

number of initiatives including the build-

introduce it face a number of challenges

inly of econometric

in capitalizing on its strong points and

kinds. The development of credible fore-

implementing it efficiently.

casting models,

Firstly, it is essential to secure the inde-

models of various

though,

dared more difficult

has been rec-

as the structural

pendence of monetary policy. In particu-

reforms put in place after the crisisgreatly

far, emerging market economies without

changed the relations among economic

a deep-footed tradition of monetary poli-

variables.

cy independence need strong institution-

Finally, there is a need to broaden the
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popular understanding of inflation target-

flows by increasing the cost of short-term

ins. It is important to build a social con-

capital rather than on direct capital con-

sensus in favor of price stability by deepen-

trouts.

ins the popular recognition of medium

Chile's experience may be taken as

and long-termprice stability as the comer-

representativefor the imposition of con-

stone

trouts on capital

for continued

stable

economic

inflows.

It is generally

accepted that they changed the romposi-

growth.

t ion of the capital

inflows,

tilting

it

SearchfOrMeanstORegulateC?P- towardlongermaturities
but theydid
n ot

i tal flows

reduce

the

magnitude

inflows."') The remarkable

ln small open economies, the adiustR ent of macroeconomic

variables such as

of the

point,

howev-

er, is that capital controls had the effect
of lengthening

the maturity

of inflows.

m oney supply, interest rates, the exchange

This has significant

rate, and government expenditure is limit-

those Asian countries hit by currency cri-

ed in its capacityto absorbfully the shodfs

sis in that excessive holdings of short-

arising from abrupt fluctuation of capital

term foreign debt may well have precipi-

flows. A scheme is accordingly needed

tutted the abrupt reversal and heightened

whereby adiuseent

volatility of capital flows.

to changes in capital

flows can take place as a means to supplem int

such adjustment

as and when

implications

for

Since the Asian currency crisis, the
received wisdom in the international com-

required. Discussion on capital controls

munity has been that controls on exces-

chiefly focuses on controlling short-term

sire capital inflows, and particularly on

speculative capital flows. That on the prats- short-term inflows, are acceptable for an
t idal form of such controls concentrates on

interim

period.

The Financial

Stability

m arket-based restrictions such as variable

Forum report27)also lent its weight to this

d eposit requirements(VDR)2"), marginal

position. But it is emphasized that such

reserverequirements,and a financial trans- capital controls are no substitutefor strutsaction tax, all of which restrain short-term

tural adjus71ent.

26) VDR is the term used with the meaning of unremunerated reserverequirement(IRR) in reference to
L atin

America.

2 7) Gregorio, Edwards and Rodrigo(2000)

28) The Financial Stability Forum report on capital flows argued that although a variety of costs are associated
with capital controls such as distortion of resource allocation, delay in implementation of necessary poli7y adiusoents, and the provision of greateropportunities for corruption, controls may be iustified for a
transition period in the fare of very strong inflows.

,

Strengthening Regional Coopera-

flows through regional cooperation."'A

t ion

drive to set up a monitoring channel for
capital flows is in progress in the region

The increaseof capital flows is hasten- under the leadership of ASEAN+3(China,

inlythe integrationof the globaleconomy Japan, and Korea)while joint monitoring
by way of the synchronization of asset has so far been put in place among
price movements such as stock and bond

ASEAN members and between Japan and

p rices, and exchange rates. In view of this,

Korea.

the economic condition of any individual

Extortsto construct a network for finan-

counhy is coming to have more and more

rial cooperation to avoid crises are mean-

i71uence on the economiesof other noun-

while being intensified. At present discus-

tries. Such effectswere clearly evident in

sions on regional financial cooperation are

the process of contagion at work in the

activelyunder way with a view to expand-

Asian currency crisis.

ins the swap facilities currently agreed

Regional stability, moreover, came to

among five ASEAN economies to include

be no lessimportant than the stability of

all ASEAN members and to setting up

individual countries as the currency crises complementary bilateral swap and repo
that started in some Asian countries had

arrangements linking ASEAN, China,

serious contagion effects on neighboring

Japan, and Korea.

countries, bringing about capital out-

Apart from this sphere, cooperation

flows, rurrencr depreciation, and a slow-

among regional economies is desirable to

down of trade. Therefore,countries in the

make their voices heard more clearly in

region should work to strengthen their

various international fora such as the G-

cooperative relations so as to attain stable

20's discussions on a new international

growth and prevent any recurrenceof the

financial architecture(NIFA).They should
also work more closely together in human

Increasingly, attention is being drawn
to the usefulness of monitoring capital

resourcedevelopment and the exchange
of policy experiences.

29) Therewas a proposalto establisha hedge fund monitoring channel as a measurefor preventingrecurrence of currencycrisisat the APEC Forum in Seoul in late March this year.
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A ppendix1
Trends of Capital flowsl) in EMEAP Economies
U nit : billion

U.S. dollars

C hina

A ustralia
1 00

50

0·

1001

J apan

I ndonesia
100

50

·
%·
77-7i--7-7i-7i-7---7i-7i-fi?

.17:777-7i-77-77-7-77-7i-7-7=-?

Korea

Malaysia

N ew Zealand

P hilippines

10

710

-20

101

D1
01
71

T hailand

Singapore

7

-

1
2

0
0

Notes :1) Privatecapital inflows less privatecapital outflows
2) 1
Directinvestment
77? Portfolioinvestment
Net privatecapital flows

Otherprivate investment

A ppendix2
Exchange Rate and Monetary Policy Framework In EMEAP Economies')
(As of the end of 1999)
M onetary

policy

f ramework

E xchange

E xchange

rate

a nchor

Monetary

aggie-

gatetarget

Inflation targetingframework

rate arrangement

C urrency board

Arrange-

m elts

fixed peg

a rrangements41

monetary

or
Other

p rogram

c hina, p.R.:

C hina, p.R.:

China,

M ainlan7)

Mainlan7)

p.R..

M alaysia

floating

p reannounced
e xchange

o ther

H ong Kong

0 7her conventional

M anaged

IMF-supported

wlth
path

no

S ingapore

for

rate

Independently

K orea21

AustHlia

Indonesia

P hilippines2)

New Zealand

K orea2)

floating

Japan")

P hilippines'1
T hailand

Notes 1) IMF classifies exchange rate regime into four categories including exchange arrangements with separate
legal tender, pegged exchange rates within horizontal bands, crawling pegs, and exchange rate within
crawling bands beside the above four exchange rate arrangements and monetary policy frameworks into
five categories as shown above.
2) Countries which adopt mo? than one nominal anchor in conducting monetary policy('IMF accepted recent?
that Korea has introduced de r77f? inflationtargeting but does not put Korea formally in inflation targeting
countries in that Korea is under an IMF-supportedprogram and stillannounces monetary targets.)
3) Countries which have no explici71y
stated nominal anchor but rather monitor various indicators in conducting
monetary policy.
4) Including de ffcf? peg arrangements under managed floating.
S ource : IMF, InteRational financial Statistics, May 2000.
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